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ABSTRACT

A calorimeter for measuring radiation energy deposition in

nuclear reactors has-been developed which i s capable of continuous operation

at temperatures up to at least 550°C. I t i s sufficiently small (< 11 mm

diameter) to be incorporated within in-core experiments without significant

flux depression. I t is rugged, simple in construction, rel iable and

accurate to within 5%.

Total dose rates have been measured in the WR-1 reactor. The

values at the centre line of the fuel rod for graphite, magnesium, iron

and Zircaloy-2 are 132, 110, 104 ami 116 mW.g~VkW.cm"1, respectively.
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Dosimétrie de la radiation dans le réacteur WR-1

Première partie - Caldrimétrie

par

K.K. Mehta et A.M. Stadnyk

Résumé

Un calorimètre permettant de mesurer les dépî>ts

d'énergie de radiation dans les réacteurs nucléaires a été

conçu et réalise dans le but de fonctionner continuellement

à des températures allant jusqu'à au moins 550°C. Grâce à

sa petite taille (< 11 mm de diamètre) il peut être incorporé

dans des expériences effectuées en zéacteur sans dépression

significative du flux. Ce calorimètre est de construction

simple, solide et fiable et sa précision est de 5%..

Des taux de dose globaux ont été mesurés dans le

réacteur WR-1. Les valeurs, sur la ligne du centre d'une

barre de combustible, sont pour le graphite, le magnésium,

le fer et le Zircaloy-2: 132, 110, 104 et 116 mW.g'VkW.cm"1,

respectivement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since materials change their physical and chemical properties

when exposed to nuclear radiation, it is essential to nuclear technology

that such changes be studied. To understand these changes properly, the

energy absorbed by the material from the radiation field must be accurately

known and related to the measured change. It is the purpose of radiation

dosimetry to measure this absorbed energy or dose. Once a relation between

radiation dunage and dose is established, measurement of dose allows one

to predict the temperature, the damage caused by reactor radiation, the

irradiation condition, etc. for various reactor components and for in-core

experiments.

The program of radiation dosimetry at WNRE was undertaken

primarily to establish reliable techniques for dose measurements within a

nuclear reactor. A more immediate purpose was to measure dose rates in the

WR-1 reactor. We set two criteria for our dosimeter design: (i) it should

be operable at 550°C, and (ii) it should be as small as possible, and at

most % inch in diameter.

The high temperature requirement is essential for power reactor

dosimeters and for experiments located inside a materials testing reactor.

Small dosimeters can be much more easily accommodated in in-core experiments,

and the small size permits the use of a dosimeter without perturbing the

nuclear field.

Some preliminary experiments^1 were made in the WR-1 reactor

during commissioning, and dose rates were measured at low reactor power

(about 0.1% full power) arid at low temperature (about 30°C). The present

experiments were undertaken to measure dose rates under more realistic

reactor conditions (viz., full reactor power, high temperature, presence of

decay gamma rays).

There are many types of radiation present in a reactor, e.g.

neutrons, gamma rays, fission products and charged particles such as
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protons and alpha particles. Of these, gamma rays and fast neutrons are

the most important for dosimetiy since they are the main contributors to

the absorbed energy. The dose rates due to these two sources must be known

separately, as the dependence of chemical or physical effects on the energy

deposition is different for each of them. This is because the ionization

densities for protons (knocked out by fast neutrons) and electrons (generated

by gamma rays) differ markedly. We have used calorimeters to measure the

total energy deposited in a material, and ionization chambers for the gamma-

ray contribution.

This report describes the calorimeter measurements, while the

measurements with ionization chambers are dealt with in AECL-3796. Fast

and thermal neutron flux densities are measured with different activation

detectors at various irradiation positions in the WR-1 reactor, and this

forms the subject of AECL-3797.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 CALORIMETER

2.1.1 MODES OF OPERATION f

In general, the calorimeter consists of a central sample

material, surrounded by a thermal insulator placed within a jacket (see

Figure 1). A detailed description of the physical principles and design

of calorimeters may be. found in References2.^and,?.,- Th£ temperatures of the ..

sample and the jacket are measured and correlated with the energy deposited

in the sample material while the calorimeter is in the radiation field. For

compactness and simplicity, all the, calorimeters used in WR-1 reactor were

of the non-adiabatic type, i.e., without temperature control of the jacket.

When the calorimeter is in thermal equilibrium outside the radiation field,

the sample and rthe. jacket are at the same temperature. Upon introducing

the calorimeter,Jjifcô tlie radiation field, the .sample temperature rises xtue .tor
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the energy deposited by the radiatic™ f-U±d. Part of this energy is

conducted away to the outer jacket through the thermal insulator. The

following heat balance equation then describes the physical situation,

provided temperature variations within the sample and jacket are small

enough to be neglected:

dTs
m.q = m.s. - — + K(Ts - T.) (1)

where m = mass of the sample (g)
q = rate of energy deposition per gram of the sample due

to the radiation field (W.g"1)

T = sample temperature ( C)

T. = jacket temperature ( C)

s = specific heat of the sample at T (Joules.degC"1.g"1)
3
= specific heat of the sample at Tg

K = heat leakage modulus for the insulator annulus (W.degC"1)

t = time (sec)

In a constant radiation environment, the temperatures T. and

T soon reach their steady state values. This is referred to as the 'steady

heat flow1 condition, since there is a constant heat flow from the sample

to the jacket, equal to the heat generated in the sample. Equation (1)

becomes:

i = £ C T S - v 5 fAT ••••-. C2)

i.e., the dose rate, q, is proportional to the equilibrium temperature

difference. The instrument sensitivity can easily be selected, within limits,

by adjusting the value of K, which depends upon the dimensions and the type

of the thermal insulator. The non-adiabatic calorimeter thus allows

continuous measurements at any location within the reactor, unlike the

adiabatic type, which has to be cooled down after every measurement.

This calorimeter may also be used quasi-adiabatically. Before

the calorimeter is placed in the radiation field, it is usually at a lower

ambient temperature. The immediate.effect: of moving the calorimeter,into

the radiation field is to increase the ambient temperature and hence the jacket
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temperature, T.. Soon the sample temperature, T , increases due to the

radiation energy deposition, and since T is eventually greater than T.,
3

at some point in time the two temperatures must be equal momentarily. This

is the •quasi-adiabatic1 situation, and equation (1) becomes:

dT

1 - s i t CS)

i.e., the dose rate, q, is proportional to the rate of rise of sample

temperature when T = T..

There is yet another way of measuring the dose rate, q, in

which the two temperatures, T and T., are continuously measured (as functions

of time) as they increase upon placing the calorimeter in the radiation

field. The best values for q and K/m are then computed by fitting equation (1)

to the input data (viz., the two temperatures as functions of time and the

specific heat of the sample as a function of temperature). This is

referred to as the 'transient' mode.

2.1.2 DESIGN*

The choice of materials and dimensions for the calorimeter was

guided mainly by the requirement for small size and high ambient temperature.

In the following paragraphs we describe the requirements for each component

of the calorimeter.

2.1.2.1 SAMPLE

The sample should be of such material that any heat generated

within the sample due to nuclear reactions is negligible compared to

reactor gamma-ray and fast-neutron dose rate. Material with high cross

sections for unwanted reactions, even in trace amount, should be avoided.

To minimize heat flow through the ends, the length of the sample should be

about ten times its diameter. The diameter of the sample is decided by

* See Figures 1, 2, 3
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Figure 2: Whiteshell High Temperature Calorimeter, X-Ray Photograph
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Figure 3:; Whiteshell High Temperature Calorimeter, Disassembled
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maximizing the sensitivity of the calorimeter, i.e., AT (see section 2.1.2.3

on insulation and Appendix I).

We have used several identical calorimeters with four

different sample materials, viz., graphite, magnesium alloy#, iron and

Zircaloy-2. Besides the fact that they are commonly used reactor materials

(except, perhaps, magnesium), their fast neutron contribution to the dose

rate is progressively smaller. All samples were 5.6 n>m in diameter and

5.08 cm long. This latter dimension determined the resolution of the

calorimeter.

2.1.2.2 JACKET

Since the jacket normally forms the outer container for the

calorimeter, i t should be mechanically strong and sufficiently thick to

house the thermocouple wires. Also i t s thickness should be such as to stop

, beta rays created outside the calorimeter and thus prevent them from reaching

the sample material. Assuming the average energy of the beta rays to be

1 MeV, their range in steel will be about 0.6 mm. Again, the jacket should be at

least as thick as the maximum range of the secondary electrons generated

within i t se l f by the incident gamma rays so as to establish an equilibrium

spectrum of these electrons. I t should not be unduly thick, however,

since i t attenuates the incident radiation field, and i t also generates beta

rays and gamma rays on absorption of neutrons.

The jacket material must have as small a neutron absorption

cross section as possible so as to minimize the generation of beta and

gamma rays. Ideally, i t should be made of the same material as the sample

so that the equilibrium electron spectrum established in the jacket i s not

perturbed. (This condition is described in more detai l in Appendix I I I ) .

For WR-1 calorimeters, the jacket, which also formed the outer

# The composition of the alloy i s : magnesium 96%, aluminum 3%, zinc 1%.
Since contribution to the dose rate of this aluminum and zinc is negligible,
the sample is referred to as the magnesium sample in this report.
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container, was made of stainless steel. A thickness of 0.86 mm was

necessary so that the 0.5 mm diameter thermocouple could be housed in a

groove in the jacket. To prevent any gas leakage through the thin wall

at the site of this groove, a 0.15 mm stainless steel sleeve was placed

over the jacket. This also protected the jacket thermocouple, which was

welded flush with the outer surface of the jacket. Making the jacket of

magnesium (density = 1.76 g.cm"3) or graphite (density = 2.21 g.cnf3) to

match the sample material would have required a thicker jacket than space

would allow. As a compromise, a steel jacket was used and the errors due

to mis-matching were corrected for. One calorimeter was made with a

graphite sample and a graphite jacket 0.16 cm thick.

2.1.2.3 INSULATION

Pure argon gas was used to provide thermal insulation between

the sample and the jacket. Argon was chosen for its availability in ultra

high purity, chemical stability, and absence of unwanted nuclear reactions.

Its thermal conductivity is sufficiently low to give fairly large values for

the equilibrium temperature difference, AT. A wider gap would give better

insulation but it would be accompanied by a smaller sample and hence less

heat generation. The optimum ratio of the outer to inner diameter of the

insulator annulus was found to be 1.65 (see Appendix I). For the WR-1

calorimeter the radial argon gap was 1.75 mm and the diameter of the sample

was 5.6 mm.

The supports at the ends of the sample were made of Lava* (which

is mainly aluminum silicate). Since it is not as good an insulator as

argon gas, the ends of the sample were fashioned as hollow cylinders to

minimize the area available for heat flow.

2.1.2.4 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

We used two 12 m long stainless steel sheathed, MgO insulated,

Chrome 1-Alumel thermocouples of 1 mm diameter with 4 cm at the junction-end

* Available fr^m American Lava Corporation* Chattanooga, Tenn.
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swaged down to 0.5 mm in diameter to minimize foreign material in the

calorimeter sample. Other workers^»5»6»7J have s h o w n that these thermo-

couples behave satisfactorily in a reactor environment, especially for a

short duration. One thermocouple was placed in an axial hole at the centre

of the sample and the other in a slot along the outer surface of the jacket

and was silver-soldered in place. Thus disturbance of the shape of and the

heat transfer through the argon insulator was avoided. After assembly of

the calorimeter, the entire calorimeter and the full length of the thermocouple

wires were placed in an oven and the temperature was cycled between 100 C

and 500°C at least three times to stabilize the MgO insulation. The

calorimeter was then placed in a salt bath and the thermocouples were

calibrated in the temperature range 300 C to 450 C against a platinum

resistance thermometer which had been standardized at the US National Bureau

of Standards. The measuring circuit used with the thermocouples was the

same as that used for the experiments in the reactor.

Two tubes were provided for placing wires up to 0.6 mm in diameter

above and below the active region of the calorimeter. These were for the

measurement of neutron flux density by activation during the dose rate

measurements in the reactor. The wires could be removed and fresh ones

inserted without disturbing the rest of the calorimeter. Pure nickel wires,

0.25 mm in diameter, were used to measure the fast neutron flux density and

pure cobalt wires, 0.13 mm in diameter, were used to measure the thermal

neutron flux density.

Details of the procedures followed for the fabrication of the

calorimeter are given in Appendix II.

2.2 IRRADIATION FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT

2.2.1 WR-1 REACTOR

- WR-1 is an organic cooled, heavy water moderated reactor. The

operating temperature ofthe coolant was between 325°C and 400°C, while the
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temperature experienced by the calorimeter was 50degC to lOOdegC higher.

The reactor did not have any special provisions for carrying out in-core

dosimetry experiments. For this purpose a few standard 18-element driver

fuel assemblies were changed^8-' to provide a 3/8 in. diameter hole in the

centre and more were provided later with % in. diameter hole (Mark III).

These modified fuel assemblies will be referred to as "hollow hanger rods"

in this report. Fig. 4 shows the vertical cross section of a hollow hanger

rod (Mark III), while Fig. 5 shows the horizontal cross section of the fuel

region.

A special irradiation flask^9-* was constructed so that a dosimeter

could be lowered into the core to any desired depth while the reactor was

operating. Signal cables from the dosimeter could be connected through the

flask to the appropriate monitoring instruments on the reactor floor. In

earlier experiments, in the absence of the flask, a dosimeter could be

placed within or removed from the core only during reactor shutdown periods.

Another location in WR-1 where a dosimeter may be placed is the

static irradiation rig situated within a specially constructed fuel assembly.

2.2.2 IRRADIATION FLASK*

Access for dosimetry measurements in WR-1 was via the h in.

central hole in an 18-element hollow hanger fuel assembly. The irradiation

flask 9 was constructed in order to meet the following objectives:

(a) to provide shielding during an experiment in the hollow

hanger rod, ;

(b) to permit locating the dosimeter anywhere along the

' central hole easily and accurately while the reactor was

operating, •;

* See' ¥igs;*6 and' 7.
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CONTINUE GUIDE TUBE ON FIG. 6
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Figure 4: Cross-Section of the Hollow Hanger Fuel Assembly, Mark ill I
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Figure 5: Cross-Section of WR-1 Fuel Bundle

Note; All dimensions in centimeters; radii are measured from bundle centre
except where otherwise indicated.
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CABLE DRUM
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CONTINUE GUIDE TUBE ON FIGURE 4-

Figure 6: Cross-Section of the Experimental Irradiation Flask
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IRRADIATION FLASK

THERMOCOUPLE WIRES

F£gure,5y7: Jrradiatipn; flask and Instrumentation in situ
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(c) to facilitate continuous monitoring of the dosimeter

signals.

A 7 ft shielding plug rested in the hollow hanger rod when no

irradiation experiment was in progress. The irradiation flask was used to

first withdraw the shielding plug and then lower a dosimeter into the

central hole with the reactor at power. The flask provided sufficient

shielding that the radiation field around it was insignificant. The

signal cable of the dosimeter was wound on a drum situated within the flask

and the upper end of the cable left the flask through the axle of this drum.

This end was connected to the electronic instruments on the reactor floor

for monitoring the signals. The location of the dosimeter was known from

a revolution counter to within 0.25 in. (6.4 mm).

2.2,3 ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION

The electronic instruments were located next to the flask on

the reactor floor. This entire setup can be seen in Fig. .7. The instruments

and circuit used for the measurement of the two temperatures are shown in

Figure 8. The thermocouple wires wej-gj.cpnnejpt.ejdito, copper wires within a

commercialice point apparatus, which maintained the reference temperature

between 0 C and 0.05°C. The copper leads were connected to differential

voltmeters with maximum sensitivity of 10 uV full scale deflection and

virtually no drift. The outputs from these voltmeters were fed into a dual-

pen recorder. For the transient and quasi-adiabatic methods the speed of

the recorder chart was increased to 0.5 in.sec"1 during the insertion of the

calorimeter into the radiation field.

2.3 PROCEDURE

2.3.1 GENERAL

A calorimeter experiment was begun by lowering the calorimeter

to a position where the radiation field was negligible, i.e., about 2 m above
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DIFFERENTIAL VOLTMETER

TO
CALORIMETER - A L U M E L

JACKET * CHROMEL

CHROMELTO -
CALORIMETER •
CORE

ALUMEL

CUPPER

I OUTPUT

CUPPER

ICE POINT BATH
INPUT

( OUTPUT^

INPUT
DUAL CHANNEL

RECORDER

DIFFERENTIAL VOLTMETER

Figure 8: Thermocouple Signal Recording Circuit

the centre line of the fuel. The two temperatures were measured here.

The calorimeter was then lowered into the radiation field to a desired

location. The movement took between 20 and 35 seconds. The temperatures

were continuously monitored and recorded on a strip chart. This information

provided input data for the transient and quasi-adiabatic modes for

computing the dose rate. Within half an hour the temperatures reached

steady values, from which the dose rate could be computed by the steady

heat flow method. The calorimeter was then moved to another location along

the fuel rod for the nejct dose measurement (by the steady heat flow method).

During withdrawal from the radiation field, temperature monitoring was

continued to provide information for computing the constant K/m.

2.3,2. QUASI^ADIABATIC MODE

The pertinent equation is:
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dT

~dt see section 2.1.1.

with T = T.. The specific heat of all the sample materials was measured

at WNRE in the temperature range of interest (300°C to 500°C). The values

agreed very well with the published values (see Fig. 9). The rate of rise

of sample temperature when T = T. was measured at the point of cross-over

from the recorder chart paper. Fig. 10 reproduces these temperatures as

functions of time. This method could not be used for computing dose rate,

q, for materials with low specific heat, e.g., zirconium and iron, since the

sample temperatures rose so rapidly that the cross-over occurred while the

calorimeter was still being lowered.

0.4

u

ou

u
u.

I(!)
0.1

PYH0LYT1C GRAPHITE

u-'-r.

-v-
ZIRCALOY- 2

— - V - V —

300 350 400 450

TEMPERATURE PC)
500

Figure ?: Specific Heat of Graphite, Magnesium Alloy, Iron and Zircaloy-2
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-
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i i • i I
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Figure 10: Sample and Jacket Temperature vs Time for Quasi-Adiabatic Mode
of Computing Dose Rate

2.3.3 TRANSIENT MODE

The pertinent equation is:

Jrp

see section 2.1.1.

The values of the two temperatures were read from the recorder chart paper.

A computer programf CAtOR'^10'' was used to fit the input data 's(Ts), Tg(t)

and T.(t)} to the equation and compute the best value for q and K/m.

2.3.4 STEADY HEAT FLOW MODE

The pertinent equation is :
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n m - s y

with T and T at a steady state. The constant K/m was measured under two
s j

different conditions, first in the laboratory before the experiment and

then in the reactor during the withdrawal of the calorimeter. For either

case, equation (1) with q set equal to zero describes the heat balance:

5L
dt

- (T. - T )
ms^ 3 sJ

In the laboratory, the calorimeter was placed in a constant temperature bath

(say, at 480°C) and then quickly withdrawn while the temperatures were

continuously monitored and recorded. From the data, AT(= T - T ) and the
dT J

corresponding —T^- were computed and plotted against each other on linear

graph paper. The value of K/m was then the product of specific heat, s,

and the slope of the straight line. For the reactor measurement, the

calorimeter was withdrawn from the radiation field and a similar procedure

followed. A graph used for computing K/m in the reactor is reproduced in

Fig. 11. Note that the mass of the sample need not be known.
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-
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Figure 11: Temperature Difference AT between "Sample arid Jacket vs Rate of
Decrease of Sample Temperature for Computing Heat Leakage Modulus, K
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With each calorimeter the wa3ority 01 measurements were done

at the mid-point of the second and third fuel bundles Csee Fig. 4). The

gradient of the radiation field at the mid-point of the third bundle, which

is the central bundle of the core, was negligible and location of the

calorimeter was not very critical. However, there was a steep gradient at

the mid-point of the second bundle, viz., 1.6% per cm. This can be seen in

Fig. 12, which is a response curve of an ionization chamber Csensitive

region 5 cm long) along the length of the fuel channel. The exact position

of the calorimeter along the fuel channel was checked by locating the 1 in.

long fuel gap between the second and the third bundles using the calorimeter

in the steady heat flow mode. Fig. 13 reproduces these measurements taken

in the vicinity of this bundle gap.

COMPUTER FITTED SINE
CURVE

Ui
CO
o
Q

1
1st FUEL 3UNDKE1 2nd FUEL BUNDLEl grd FUEL BUNDLEl 4th FUEL BUNDLBBth FUEL BUNDLE!

220 230 320

DISTANCE FROM DECK PLATE (inches)

Figure 12: Axial Variation of Ionization Chamber Response Along Fuel
Channel
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ENRICHED UO* ENRICHED

445 2nd FUEL BUNDLE 3rd FUEL BUNDLE

245 250 255 260

DISTANCE FROM DECK PLATE (inches)

265

Figure 13: Location of Fuel Gap between Bundles by Means of Calorimeter
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2.3.5 NORMALIZATION

The total dose rate was measured at several positions along the

vertical channel, and sometimes at various reactor power levels. To

compare these results and also the dose rates measured by different

calorimeters, they were normalized using the fission power generated in the

fuel surrounding the calorimeter. The channel power (heat taken away by

the coolant) was computed from the measured rate of flow of the coolant and

the rise of the coolant temperature through the channel. The fission power

of a channel was 7% more than the heat taken away by the coolant, the

remainder being taken away by the surrounding material, e.g., the shield.

The linear power density (kW.cnf1) at the calorimeter was then calculated

by assuming a sine distribution for the power along the length of the

channel. It can be seen from Figs. 12 and 14 that this is a fairly accurate

description except for the perturbations at the ends of the channel and at

the fuel gaps between the bundles.

s
I>-
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220 230 240 250 260 270 2B0 290 300 310
DISTANCE FROM DECK PLATE (inches)

Figure .14: Axial Variation of Fast Neutron Flux Density Along Fuel Channel
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Fig. 12 shows the va r i a t ion of gamma-ray dose ra te along the channel as

measured by an ioniza t ion chamber, while Fig. 14 was obtained by i r r a d i a t i n g

a nickel wire along the channel. The ac t i v i t y of the isotope 58Co formed

was a measure of the ' f a s t ' neutron f lux densi ty. Both these response

curves f i t a sine descr ipt ion with an extrapolated length of 2.5 i n . on

e i t h e r s ide , i . e . , the half period of the sine curve was 5 in . longer than

the power-producing pa r t of the fue l .

Besides normalizing to the local channel power, the calorimetry

r e s u l t s were also corrected for the power in the s i x neighbouring channels.

Since WR-1 i s an experimental r eac to r , the surrounding fuel rods were often

experimental ones with different types of fuel and d i f fe ren t uranium

enrichments. Hence the contribution of the neighbouring rods to the dose

r a t e varied from one core loading to the other.

3 . RESULTS AND CORRECTIONS

The experimental r e su l t s for the five types of calorimeter for

various runs and modes of operation are presented in Table I . The spread

in the resu l t s for the th i rd bundle i s small. This provided a good check

on the va l id i ty of the three modes. The larger spread in the values for

the second bundle could be due to the following reasons. F i r s t , the ax i a l

gradient of the r ad ia t ion f ie ld a t the mid-point of the second bundle was

about 1.6% per cm, whereas at the t h i r d bundle i t was neg l ig ib l e . Second,

t h i s gradient caused a temperature gradient along the jacket of the

calorimeter which could se t up a convection current in the argon gas thus

adversely affecting the value of K. For these reasons we consider in d e t a i l

only the dos?s r a t e s measured.in the t h i r d fuel bundle.

The exis tence of the; measuring instrument per turbs the r ad i a t i on

f i e ld and. influences the dose r a t e g. These er rors may be decreased by

jud i c i a l choice of mater ia ls 'and Resign but cannot be eliminated completely.

Alternat ively, one attempts to ca lcu la te the necessary correct ions; t h i s

approach was sa t i s f ac to ry for the calorimeter experiments sirtcfe the correct ions

involved were small .
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TABLE I

MEASURED (UNCORRECTED) VALUES OF TOTAL DOSE
RATE FOR GRAPHITE, MAGNESIUM, IRON AND

ZIRCALOY-2 IN WR-1 REACTOR

Calorimeter

Sample

Carbon

Carbon

Magnesium

Iron

Zircaloy-2

Jacket

Carbon

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Location

3rd Fuel Bundle
ii

2nd Fuel Bundle
II

3rd Fuel Bundle

II

3rd Fuel Bundle
II

2nd Fuel Bundle

3rd Fuel Bundle
II

3rd Fuel Bundle
it

2nd Fuel Bundle
II

Dose Rate q (mW.g'VkW.cm"1)* i

Quasi-
Adiabatic

126.5

122.6

132.1

129.4

114.8

111.2

118.9

_

I
I 

I
I

Transient

130.7

123.7

134.2

130.6

115.0

114.2

117.8

98.9

97.5

106.5

107.7

107.2

Steady
Heat Flow

126.5

127.8

124.6

124.1

K-value
not

measured

114.3

115.8

110.2

102.2

105.6

102.3

103.0

100.3

Average q

} 127.8

J 123.7

1 131.5

| 114.2

115.6

| 99.6

| 105.5

1 103.5

* Throughout;the report the dose rate is quoted in this unit. This is the energy
absorbed by one gram of sample per second when the fission energy released in
one centimetre slice of the fuel channel at the point under consideration is one
kilowatt; '• • "
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There were two primary factors which perturbed the field. First, every

component of the calorimeter shielded the sample material from the reactor

radiation, including the sample itself. Second, neutrons (especially slow

neutrons) were captured by various components of the calorimeter producing

prompt capture gamma rays, decay gamma rays and beta rays. This not only

increased the radiation field but, because of the decay contributions3 also

influenced the subsequent measurements, e.g., measurements at low power

preceded by measurements at higher power.

Appendix III gives the methods used to calculate the magnitude

of these errors. The attenuation due to the stainless steel wall was 4.0%

while that due to the graphite wall was 2.4% (correction = +4.0% or +2.4%).

The self-shielding of the sample depended on the sample density and varied

from 1.7% for magnesium to 7.4% for iron (correction = +1.7% to +7.4%).

Other values are given in Appendix III. Prompt gamma rays from the steel

wall deposited about 3% of the total energy input to the sample material

(correction = -3%). The energy deposited in the sample due to the capture

gamma rays generated in the sample itself was negligible except in the case

of iron where it amounted to 5.5% (correction = -5.5%). Because of the

choice of materials, the dose rate contribution due to decay gamma rays and

beta rays originating in the calorimeter was negligible. The error in the

measured dose rate due to the thermocouple in the sample was less than one

percent and heWe neglected.

The final correction is due to the size of the sample. The

energy absorbed (especially from the gamma rays) by a small finite mass of

material is different from the energy absorbed by a similar mass when it is

part of a much larger mass. Gamma rays transfer their energy to matter via

secondary electrons and since electrons have finite range, they dissipate

their energy some distance away from their point of origin; For a finite

mass, like the calorimeter sample, electrons generated within the sample

may deposit part of their energy outside the sample, while some electrons

generated outside the sample may deposit part of their energy within the

sample. In the interior of a mass, the electron flux leaving a region is

balanced by the incoming flux. Thus, an electron equilibrium, or in general,

charged-particle equilibrium, is said to be present. For the calorimeters
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with the sample and jacket of the same material, electron equilibrium existed

and no correction was necessary. In the case of dissimilar materials, the

electron fluxes did not balance. The energy leaving the sample, and the

energy entering the sample in the form of electrons generated in the jacket

were estimated. The maximum correction was for the calorimeter with

magnesium sample and steel wall and amounted to -5.8%. The details of the

calculations are reproduced in Appendix III.

The calorimeter measured the total energy deposited by the

nuclear field in the sample. The two main components of the field are gamma

rays and fast neutrons. To estimate the gamma ray energy deposited in the

sample the fast neutron dose rate calculated using a computer code,

NEVEMOR*-1 ̂ , was subtracted from the total dose rate. NEVEMOR uses a

multigroup-multiregion method for calculating fast neutron flux spectra and

the energy deposited in matter due to these neutrons (0.1 MeV < E < 10 MeV) .

The last column in Table II gives the corrected values for the

total dose rates in the central dosimetry hole of the hollow hanger fuel rod

at the mid-point of the WR-1 fuel. The total correction for each of the

calorimeters, except for the zirconium one, was less than 4%, while that for

zirconium was about 8%.

4. DISCUSSION AND APPLICATION

The corrected total dose rates, as well as an approximate

breakdown into gamma and fast neutron components, are listed in Table II.

The computer calculated fast neutron dose rate is used here only to help

calculate :the corrections to the gamma-ray-dose late* Since the ionization

chamber laeasures predominantly the gammai-ray dose rate, in the final analysis

the idifference between the dose rates measured by the calorimeter and the

ibhilzatiohyadhamber; will yieldhthe fast neutron contribution. This will be

discussed in AEGL-3796. This will then provide an experimental check on

the values calculated by the computer code NEVEMOR for the fast neutron dose

" r a t e s - ; "•'••l':- v < - ^ - - - - r ^ ••' -'••' ; - ' . • • - - " : ; • • • • • • . . • • . . -r. .
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TABLE II

CORRECTIONS AND THE CORRECTED DOSE RATES
FOR GRAPHITE, MAGNESIUM, IRON AND ZIRCALOY-2

IN WR-1 REACTOR

Calorimeter

Sample

Calbon

Carbon

Magnesium

Iron

ZiTcaloy-2

Jacket

Carbon

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Measured(a)
Total

Dose RaCe

127. B

131.5

114.2

99.6

10S.5

Fast (b)
Neutron

Dose Rate

38.1

39.0

10.0

2.1

1.3

Neighbours*
Correction

+1.3

0

-1.0

+1.4

+1.5

Jacket
Attenuation

•2.2

+3.8

+4.3

+4.0

+4.3

Sample
Attenuation

+2.1

+2.1

+1.8

+7.3

+6.9

Mis-
Matching

Correction

0

-4.6

-5.8

0

+0.9

Cn.Y) in
Jacket

0 -

-3 .3

-3.4

-3 .3

-3 .3

(n,r) in
Sample

0

0

0

-5.5

0

Corrected
Gamma-ray
Dose Rate

95.3

90.5

100.1

101.4

114.5

Corrected
Total Dose

Rate

133.4

129.5

110.1

103.5

115.8

Note: AH values are in nW.g~VkW.cnf'.

(a) This i s the average total doae rate measured at the mid-point of the 3rd fuel bundle as l i s ted in the last column of Table I.

(b) This i s the contribution of fast neutrons to the total dose rate as calculated by the computer code NEVEMOR*-11'.

If the gamma-ray spectrum at the location of the measurements

were known, calorimetric measurements alone could, in principle, yield the

two components of the dose rate . A calorimeter with iron or zirconium

sample would measure only the gamma-ray dose rate . This i s because the fast

neutron contribution decreases with increasing mass number and will be

negligible for iron. From this , the gamma-ray dose rate in any other

material can be calculated if the gamma-ray spectrum i s known since i t i s

proportional to the mass energy-transfer coefficient. Calorimetric

measurement with a material having a high fast-neutron energy contribution,

say carbon, would then permit determination of the fast neutron component.

In the absence of a known gamma-ray field, we chose four

materials with different mass numbers and hence different fast-neutron dose
rates . Measuring to ta l and gamma-ray dose rates yields sufficient s t a t i s t i c s
to tuable one to predict dose rates- for anŷ  other:Material. I t i s desirable
to have a material with, a higher fast-neutron dose rate than carbon. We are
conducting further attempts with beryllium sand hydrocarbon; which are stable

{at:rhight:temperaturesw,,.j,-sa.- ,-.-. -•,•.. .;.•,•,-,»; . • ̂  - ..—-.-.
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In the centre of the fuel bundle Csee Fig. 5) where the

calorimetric measurements were made, the gamma-ray spectrum may be assumed

to be an appropriate mixture of prompt-fission gamma rays, equilibrium

fission-product gamma rays and uranium capture gamma rays. The effective

L f £ = TOJE] IE}^ ' /mass energy transfer coefficient L f £ = TOJE] I E } ^ ' / f o r t h e t o t a l

incident gamma-ray spectrum was calculated for the four materials of

interest and is given in Appendix I I I . The gamma-ray dose rate for a

material is directly proportional to the mass energy-transfer coefficient.

I t can be seen from Fig. 15 that these coefficients are dependent on the

energy of the gamma rays, but that in the range 0.6 MeV to 3 MeV these

values are about the same for a l l the four materials under consideration.

Also y _p is about the same for these materials (see Appendix I I I ) . Thus

the dose rate should be the same for these materials and the experimental

results confirmed t h i s . The mean gamma-ray dose rate was 97 ± 5 mW.g~1/kW.cm"1

except for zirconium. Scattered gamma rays were not considered for the

computation of y __. These low energy gamma rays will yield a higher value

of y j , f for zirconium (see Fig. 15) and hence a higher dose rate Csee

Table II) . The magnesium gamma-ray dose rate was higher than in graphite by

about 6%. There are various possible causes:

(i) the measured specific heat values had more uncertainty

for magnesium than for other sample materials,

( i i ) the computed fast neutron dose rate may be in some error,

( i i i ) magnesium being the lightest of a l l the sample materials

used, the correction due to mismatching of the sample and

jacket materials was very dependent on the shape of the

gamma-ray spectrum.

The accuracy of the measured dose rate values was largely dependent

on the temperature and the specific heat measurements. Only the difference

between the jacket and the sample temperature was of significance, and the

uncertainty in AT was about l/4degC, which led to a maximum error of 1% in

the dose ra te . The specific heat values as measured here had ± 5% uncertainty.

However,,the agreement with published values suggests that the accuracy of

these values is bet ter than the uncertainty suggests. The greatest error was

due to the measurement of re&ctor p6wer4WSItwas sbiasedebrt the dbbiant flow
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rate and its temperature rise through the channel and had an uncertainty of

± 5%. Thus the overall uncertainty in the reported dose rates is about 8%.

Our calorimeter has been compared with other reactor calorimeters.

In March 1970, we took part in an international intercomparison of

calorimeters arranged by the International Atomic Energy Agency at the

swimming pool type reactor Melusine in Grenoble, France^ 1. Altogether

eight reactor dosimetry groups participated in the exercise bringing

calorimeter which were based on different principles and using various

construction materials. All the calorimeters had graphite as the sample

material. The measurements were made in three reflector positions of the

reactor. The average deviation for all the calorimeters was only 3 to 4%

for each wf LLJ three irradiation positions.

It is notable that the Whiteshell calorimeter was the smallest

in size, the outer diameter being a little more than a centimeter, while the

largest was 5 cm in diameter. Also it was the only one which had operated

routinely at high temperature (550°C).

All the dose rate measurements in the WR-1 reactor were made in

the central hole of the hollow hanger fuel rod. To estimate the total dose

rate at any other point in the fuel rod is not easy, especially for a complex

shape like that of the WR-1 fuel bundles (see Fig. 5). Eventually, the fast

neutron diffusion calculation NEVEMOR and a similar computer program for

gamma rays which is being developed will be used for this purpose. However,

measurements in the central dosimetry hole are essential since they provide

an experimental check on the computer values. In the absence of such a

computer program for gamma rays at present, we assume that the variation in

the gamma-Tray dose rate across the fuel rod is the same as that for the

fast neutron dose rate as computed by NEVEMOR.

As an important example of the use of the calorimetric data, the

total energy absorbed by the organic coolant used in WR-1 is calculated.

The average value of the gamma-ray dose rate for carbon measured in the

central hole is 92.9 mW-g'tykW.-cnf1. Since the gamma-ray dose rate is

proportional vto the^mass^energy-^tiransfer coefficient^ the - dose rate for
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efforganic coolant*, assuming E = 1 . 3 5 MeV (from Table I I I ) , i s estimated

as 100.7 mW.g'VkW.cm"1 ( v c o o l a n t = 0.0283 cm2g~1, y c = 0.0261 cm2g"1).

This value i s for the central dosimetry hole. Now the r a t i o of the average

dose ra te for the channel to that in the central hole i s assumed to be the

same for the gamma rays and the fast neutrons. Using NEVEM0R^llJ computation,

th i s r a t i o is found to be 0.815. Hence the average gamma-ray dose r a t e

to the coolant in the channel i s 82.1 mW.g'VkW.cnf1. Since there are

15.68 grams of coolant in a 1 cm s l i c e of the fuel rod, the gamma-ray dose

ra t e i s 1.29 W.cm~1/kW.cm~1 for the coolant. The corresponding value for

the fas t neutron dose r a t e i s 3.02 W.cm~1/kW.cm~1 as estimated by NEVEMOR*-11'.

Thus, the t o t a l dose r a t e to the organic coolant i s 4.31 W.cm VkW.cm l , i . e . ,

about 0.43% of the f i ss ion energy i s absorbed by the coolant .

5. CONCLUSION

A calorimeter has been developed which i s capable of continuous

operation at temperatures up to a t l eas t 550 C. I t i s suf f ic ient ly small to

be incorporated within in-core experiments without s ign i f ican t flux

depression. I t i s rugged, simple in construction and r e l i a b l e . I t i s

accurate within a few percent depending upon the uncertainty in the spec i f i c

heat value of the sample material .

Total dose ra tes in the dosimetry hole of the Mark I I I hollow

hanger rod in WR-1 have been measured using these calor imeters . The

majority of the measurements were done a t the centre l i ne of the fuel rod.

The dose rates for graphi te , magnesium, iron and Zircaloy-2 at th i s locat ion

are 132, 110, 104 and 116 mW.g'VkW.cm"1 f iss ion power. Dose ra tes

in other locations and in s imilar reac tor systems can be estimated with the

aid of supplementary calculations and experimental da ta .

The density of coolant i s 0.81 g,cm~A and the composition on average i s
8.0 wt% of hydrogen.
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APPENDIX I

DETERMINATION OF THE SIZE OF THE CALORIMETER SAMPLE

Once a calorimeter is located in the radiation field, the

sample and the jacket temperatures soon achieve their equilibrium values.

The energy deposition rate in the sample is then equal to the rate at which

the energy is transferred from the sample to the jacket through the argon

annulus. Thus,

?, 2irkAT.hpiranha = r—

where k = thermal conductivity of argon

b = outside diameter of the argon annulus

a = inside diameter of the argon annulus .

= diameter of the sample

p = density of sample

h = height of sample

q = dose rate per gram of sample

For maximum sensitivity, the design of the calorimeter should

be such as to maximize AT. Therefore rewriting the equation:

4T

To maximize AT with respect to the sample size,

- f i [ a 2 ln <!
i .e . - a + 2a.ln(—3 = 0,

For ourj calorimeters ;b = 0; 455 cmsand a - 0.28 cm, giving the ratio - = 1.63.
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APPENDIX II

FABRICATION OF THE CALORIMETER

The steps for the fabrication and calibration of the calorimeter

are:

1. The machine shop made all the component parts according

to our design.

2. All the components were cleaned in an acetone bath in an

ultrasonic cleanser and then dried at 150 C.

3. The components were weighed.

4. The calorimeter was assembled but no joints were brazed.

5. At this stage the calorimeter was radiographed to check

that the components fitted correctly.

6. If the radiograph was satisfactory, all the joints were

silver-brazed, leaving the end fill-tube still open.

7. The calorimeter was leak-checked using a helium detector.

8. If satisfactory, it was vacuum degassed at about 300°C

overnight.

9. The calorimeter was flushed with pure argon gas several

times and was finally filled with argon at 1 atm pressure

at room temperature and the fill-tube silver-brazed.

10. The calorimeter with the entire lengths of the thermocouple

wires was put through a temperature cycle between 100°C

and:500 G at least three times. This was to stabilize the

MgO insulation.
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11. Both the thermocouples were calibrated against a standard

platinum resistance thermometer in a sa l t bath between

300°C and 475°C (the maximum stable temperature for the

bath) . The heat leakage modulus (K) of the argon annulus

was measured by withdrawing the calorimeter from the sal t

bath Cat 475°C) and recording the temperatures as they

decreased.

12. The calorimeter was then ready for a reactor measurement.
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APPENDIX I I I

ESTIMATION OF CORRECTIONS TO MEASURED GAMMA-RAY DOSE RATES

To apply corrections like attenuation in the jacket, the

gamma-ray field should be known at least approximately. For the following

calculations i t is assumed that there were three main sources of gamma

rays incident on the calorimeter: prompt fission gamma rays^llf , equilibrium

fission product gamma rays^15 and uranium capture gamma r a y s L l 5 .

Further, the proportion of each in the spectrum was according to i ts MeV/fission

value. To obtain the gamma-ray field incident on the calorimeter, the

escape probability (as a function of energy) of gamma rays from the

cylindrical U02 fuel was considered^16 . The effective mass energy-transfer

coefficient for each material of interest was calculated as

"eff

where E is the gamma-ray energy. The values for y ff for each component

of the gamma-ray field as well as the combined y .,. is listed in Table A-l.

Here scattered gamma rays are not considered.

c

Mg

Fe

Zr

TABLE A-l

EFFECTIVE MASS ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR CARBON

Prompt F i s s ion
Gamma Rays

(cm z .g" i )

0.0260

0.0259

0.0256

0.027S

MAGNESIUM

Fission Product
Gamma Rays

Ccm2.g"^)

0.0268

0.0265

0.0256

0.0257

, IRON AND ZIRCONIUM

Uranium Capture
Gamma Rays

Ccm2.g~^

0.0230

0.0230

0.0227

0.0230

Combined Effect ive
Gamma Rays Gamma-Ray Energy

(cmz.g"'1) (MeV)

0.0261

0.0259

0.0253

0.0262

1.35

1.3

1.2

0.92
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ATTENUATION OF REACTOR GAMMA RAYS DUE TO THE JACKET

The a t t enua t ion of gamma rays by an annulus has been calculated^1 7-*.

If t (cm) i s the th ickness of the annular wall and y (cm"1) i s the l i nea r

energy- t ransfer coe f f i c i en t , then the a t tenuat ion A within the annulus for

a uniform, i s o t r o p i c gamma-ray f i e ld i s given by: A = 2yt . In the dosimetry

hole i t can be assumed tha t the f i e l d i s uniform and i s o t r o p i c . There were

two d i f f e ren t cases , namely the calor imeter having a 0.101 cm thick s t a i n l e s s

s t e e l jacket and the one having a jacke t composed of 0.16 cm of graphite and

0.015 cm of s t a i n l e s s s t e e l . Using the effect ive mass energy-transfer

coe f f i c i en t s , the a t tenua t ion was 4.0% and 2.4% for the two cases, r espec t ive ly .

ATTENUATION OF REACTOR GAMMA RAYS DUE TO THE SAMPHE

The se l f - abso rp t ion of a cyl inder i s (1-P) where P i s the

p r o b a b i l i t y of escape from a cy l inder . Values of P may be obtained from

Fig. A4.2 of Ref. 16, which has curves for P for s l a b s , cyl inders and

spheres for 0 < yR « 2 . 0 . For small values of pR, (1-P) = •=• yR, where y

i s the l i nea r energy- t rans fe r coe f f i c i en t for gamma rays and R i s the radius

of the cyl inder . Table A-2 gives the values of the s e l f a t tenuat ion for

var ious sample ma te r i a l s for R = 0.279 cm and using y » f from Table A- l .

TABLE A-2

c

Mg

• Z r ..->.

Ee

p/p
(cm2g"1)

0.0261

0.0259

0.0262

0.0253

tg-

2

1

6

7

cm"3)

.21

.76

.54

.83

Attenuation

2.2

1.7

6 . 4

7 .4
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CONTRIBUTION OF CAPTURE GAMMA RAYS IN THE JACKET

When a thermal neutron i s absorbed by a t a r g e t , capture gamma

rays are emitted in the process of de-exci ta t ion of the product nuc leus .

The l a t t e r may a lso be rad ioac t ive . Of the two types of jacket for our

calorimeter , the contr ibut ion to the gamma-ray dose r a t e from (n,y) r eac t ion

was negl ig ib le for graphi te , while t h a t for the s t e e l jacket i s computed

as follows.

The composition of the s t a i n l e s s s t e e l was manganese 2%,

chromium 20%, n ickel 12% and iron 66%. The react ion r a t e per gram of s t e e l

jacke t was then:

RR = S i N i a i * th
 = 0.035 x * t h sec" 1 g~ 1

•f*Vi

where N. = no. of atoms of i component per gram of steel
a. = thermal neutron absorption cross section for the

1 . th
l component

<f, = average thermal neutron flux density present in the

jacket.

To obtain the gamma ray energy released from these (n,y) reactions, the

reaction rate (RR) was multiplied by the average value of the binding energy

of the last neutron. The average binding energy for the various stable

isotopes making up steel was calculated to be 7.94 MeV. Hence, the strength

of the gamma-ray source in the jacket was 0.278 x.J j . MeV.sec~1g~1.

To obtain the gamma-ray flux density present at the sample due

to these sources, use was made of the equation due to Primak*-18 , v i z . ,

• y = hpt s.T.(l-BT)

where A = gamma-ray flux density inside the hollow jacket,

i . e . , at the sample

s = gamma-ray source strength in the jacket (MeV.cm"3)
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T = thickness of the jacket annulus = 0.101 cm

y = gamma-ray linear energy-transfer coefficient for the

jacket material. The effective value of this coefficient

for the capture gamma rays is 0.159 cm"1 for iron

(which corresponds to E = 3 MeV).

Therefore,

0.342 x 5 , MeV.cm~2sec~1.tn

The thermal neutron flux in the jacket was obtained from the

cobalt wire monitors located on the outer surface of the jacket. After

applying a small correction^19^ (about 2%) for the attenuation of the flux

in the jacket: <f> , = 2.98 x 1012 n.cm~2sec~1/kW.cm~1 fission power. Thus

the gamma-ray flux density in the sample due to capture gamma-rays produced

in the steel jacket was: (j> = 1.02 x 1012 MeV.cnf^sec"1. Table A-3 then

gives the energy absorbed by various samples assuming E = 3 MeV:

TABLE A-3

Sample

C

Mg

Zr

Fe

y Ccn^.g"1-)

0.0204

0.0206

0.0204

.0.0203

mW.g"1

5.3

3.4

3.3

3.3

CONTRIBUTION OF CAPTURE GANMA RAYS IN THE SAMPLE

Of the four different sample materials used in the calorimeter,

only iron contributed to the gamma-ray dose rate due to capture gamma rays
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originat ing within i t s e l f . Again, the react ion r a t e for the iron sample

was:

RR = Ncri>th = 0.77 x 1011 s e c ^ g " 1

The average binding energy of the l a s t neutron in i ron i s 7.78 MeV. Hence,

the production r a t e of gamma rays was 6 x 1011 MeV.sec~1g~1. This source

st rength in the sample gave r i s e to an average gamma-ray flux densi ty , <j> 1 8

$ (in the sample) = ^.ir .s .R. (0.849-6R)

16.9 x 1011

where R = radius of the sample (= 0.279 cm) and other symbols have the same

meaning as before. With th i s average gamma-ray f i e l d present within the

iron sample, the l a t t e r absorbed about 5.5 mW.g"1 of energy (assuming

E = 3 MeV) .

CORRECTIONS FOR MIS-MATCHING OF THE JACKET AND THE SAMPLE MATERIALS

The gamma-ray f ie ld inc ident on the calorimeter was made of:

prompt f ission gamma rays , f iss ion product gamma r a y s , and, to a l e s s e r

ex ten t , uranium capture gamma rays . Rest r ic t ing the gamma ray i n t e r a c t i o n

with matter to Compton sca t t e r ing , the electron fluxes in and out of the

sample were computed. The outgoing f lux was calcula ted using a tab le s imi l a r

to t ha t of Anderson and Waite1-20 . t yp ica l ca lcula t ions for the i ron

sample for the inc ident prompt f i s s ion gamma-ray spectrum are reproduced in

Table A-4. Knowing the*dis t r ibu t ion of Compton e lec t rons in the energy

domain (-2lJ, the f rac t ion of e lect rons leaving the cy l ind r i ca l sample was

computed^22 . For these ca lcu la t ions , gamma rays of energy only up to 3.6 MeV

are considered. Energy absorbed from gamina rays of higher energy cons t i t u t e

only 3.4% of the t o t a l .
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TABLE A-4

ENERGY LOSS FROM THE IRON SAMPLE DUE TO SCATTERED
COMPTON ELECTRONS FOR INCIDENT PROMPT FISSION

GAMMA-RAY SPECTRUM

Electron
Energy-

Interval
(MeV)

0.1 - 0.2
0.2 - 0.3
0.3 - 0.4
0.4 - 0.5
0.5 - 0.6
0.6 - 0.7
0.7 - 0.8
0.8 - 0.9
0.9 - 1.0

1.0 - 1.1
1.1 - 1.2
1.2. - 1.3
1.3 - 1.4
1.4 - 1.5
1.5 - 1.6
1.6 - 1.7
1.7 - 1.8
1.8 - 1.9
1.9 - 2.0

2.0 - 2.2
2.2 - 2.4
2.4 - 2.6
2.6 - 2.8
2.8 - 3.0

Number of
Electrons

in the
Interval
(Ref. 21)

19.0
13.5
9.0
6 .4
4 .8
3.7
2.9
2.35
1.9

1.54
1.24
1.01
0.84
0.70
0.595
0.507
0.435
0.375
0.320

0.250
0.180
0.128
0.091
0.065

Range in
Iron for

Mean Energy
(cm)

(Ref. 23)

0.004
0.008
0.013
0.020
0.025
0.032
0.038
0.045
0.051

0.058
0.065
0.071
0.078
0.084
0.091
0.098
0.104
0.111
0.117

0.127
0.141
0.154
0.167
0.180

Volume of
Outer

Cylindrical
Shell (cm3)

0.035
0.070
0.113
0.172
0.212
0.268
0.316
0.369
0.413

0.463
0.511
0.552
0.597
0.635
0.678
0.720
0.753
0.792
0.824

0.873
0.939
0.993
1.042
1.085

Fraction of
Total Sample

Volume

0.028
0.056
0.091
0.135
0.170
0.215
0.253
0.296
0.331

0.371
0.410
0.443
0.479
0.509
0.544
0.577
0.604
0.635
0.660

0.700
0.753
0.796

• 0.836
0,870

Number of
Electrons
Lost from
Sample

(Ref. 22)

0.089
0.126
0.137
0.147
0.136
0.133
0.122
0.116
0.105

0.095^
0.085
0.075
0.067
0.059
0.054
0.049
0.044
0.040
0.035

0.029
0.023
0.017
0.013
0.009

Total

Energy
Lost
from

Sample
(MeV)

0.013
0.032
0.048
0.066
0.075
0.086
0.092
0.099
0.100

0.100
0.098
0.094
0.090
0.086
0.084
0.081
0.077
0.074
0.068

0.061
0.053
0.043
0.035
0.026

1.679

Total
Electron

Energy
(MeV)

2.850
3.375
3.150
2.880
2.640
2.405
2.175
1.998
1.805

1.617
1.426
1.263
1.134
1.015
0.922
0.837
0.761
0.694
0.624

0.525
0.414
0.320
0.246
0.189

35.265

To calculate the incoming electron flux, it was assumed that the

two fluxes balanced if the jacket and the sample materials were the same.

The calculated loss from the iron sample therefore represented the in-flux

of electrons from the stainless steel (regarded as the same as iron) jacket

for all the samples. Calculations similar to that for iron were done for

each sample and also for the equilibrium fission product gamma rays. CThe

uranium capture gamma rays are neglected). From these two opposing fluxes,

the net energy flow into each sample was estimated. These various energy

flows are listed in Table A.5.
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TABLE A-5

Calorimeter
Sample Jacket

C

Mg

Fe

Zr

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Energy leaving
Sample (mW)

26.85

26.99

38.98

46.79

Energy entering
Sample (mW)

38.98

38.98

38.98

38.98

Net Gain by
Sample (mW.g"1)

+ 4.6

+ 5.8

0

- 0.94
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